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FAMOUS NATURALIST
SPEAKS WEDNESDAY
"Wild Animal Outposts" U Subject
Of Motion Picture And Talk
By William L. Finley
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
The attention of the college is once
more called to the
nittp'isls which will
na© Hall on March 2. The magic of
islands just beneath the Arctic Circle,
great colonies of sea bird's of every
description, making their bomes
among forbidding rocks and surf;
foxes rearing -their young in fields
that flower luxuriantly with blue lu-
pines and Arctic poppies; and last
but not least, the great rookeries of
Hi;
-the:
which drew William L. and Irene Fir
ley from their Oregon home to th
fastnesses of the Northland.
A mere speck on the map betwee-
Alaska and Siberia, are the Pribilc
Islands, a possession of the Unite
States seldom visited except by an 01
casional government cutter or suppl
boat bringing
the colonies. The
a-uging the expedition which s
Church of Oregon. It was not an easy
trip, or on > tor uncertain sailors.
The Finleys with the skil of long
experience n photography set up
their battel'} ot cameras on the Pri-
bilot Islands and recorded wonder-
ful story of wild life never before pre-
Rex Stuart in the American Maga-
zinc says that Mr. Pinley
'
s one of
the most exl •aordinary naturalists liv
ing." With lis wife and two children
and the ine vitable camera , he has
cruised, motored and packed from the
southern ext emities of Texas, tlirougl
the desert egions, as far north as
the Cascade Range. He
through the passes in the Cascades to
Canada and the highest wat
Rockies
With the motion pictures he has taken
Mr. Pinley ike birds
and animals that for most of us have
living and interesting creatures
Throughout the Alms, the -xjilori'i
kindly sense of humor is always prom
The picture which is to be given ir
Wellesley, will be interpreted by Mr
Finley himself. Tickets are being sold
at the Information Bureau. Hathaway







in who wants his daugh-
;, to marry Sir Joseph
There
and explains that
ptain and Ralph hi
ut. This makes th
fifty
between men's and women's
—for which the Costume Com
Dorothy Johnston, '29, will have tc
de. The men's sailor costumes









STUDENTS WILL LEND SUPPORT
over the civili/e,] w.uH imisir
spn (iili
Snlli\an operettas.
The action of the operetta Pinafot
Louise Jordan, '29, Chairman of Sta
ing, has already selected a plan of a
old sailing ship, just the bow and fo
ward deck of which will be show
with an extensive blu»' background
sky and water. The scenes and cc
t times remain the same throughout tl
whole performance.
choruses by Beethoven, Lenten an
thems, and one of the early strini
quartettes played by the Hoffmat
String Quartette of Boston.
A concert by members of the Musi
Department will be given in Billings
Hall on Monday
for piano and 'cello, and solos for
'cello, piano and violin make




n of the Debating riut.
ew of the Spring Debate
19th. Wellesley has en-
into an Intercollegiate Competi-
wlth Radcliffe and Smith, Rad-
io come here the same afternoon
Wellesley goes to Smith. Owing
i inevitable conflict in the col-
li 19 comes between the two per-
pleads for the support
Yet the unfortunate
ring debate is of mil
A. A. BOARD PROPOSES
RADICAL INNOVATIONS
SPECIFIC CHANGES SUGGESTED
Board calls attention to the house
meetings tonight at which the pro-
posed amendments to the Constitu-
tion aud By-laws will be voted on by
ballot. These amendments have been
posted on class and house bulletin
boards with notices indicating the
The
posed not only in order to coincide
with innovations (such as the system
of seasonal sports) made by the De-
partment of Hygiene in the past few
years and with consequent changes in
men and two sophomores. Six people
are needed for the teams. Two more
people finally offered themselves
These are plain facts the Club puts up
to the college. It isn't as though
Wellesley could withdraw from the
through. What can you do to help?
The subject is: Resolved that the
Philippine Islands be given their inde-
pendence. (Independence defined as
absolute within 5 years), Wellesley's
speakers are: Ellen Jane Lorenz '29,
Rosemary Murray '29, Margaret Ward
'29, Vivian Hopkins '30, Eloise Lane'3Q,
Dorothy Shurnan '30, Coach, Frances







MISS WALTON'S LATIN CLASS
TO PRODUCE "MILES GL0N0SUS'
KilllllL's
English
MISS DE WITT TO LECTURE IN
ALUMNAE HALL THIS EVENING
"Phonetics and Dictit Inings iih iii-
it should not be allowed to keep one
from the lecture which is to be given
tonight, Thursday, February 24, in
Alumnae Hall by Miss Marguerite
DeWitt. She has been favorably re-
ceived as a speaker in England and
comes to Wellesley from New York
where she is carrying on her work
at present. Many members of the
Reading and Speaking Department
know Miss DeWitt personally and
speak very highly of her ability and
Hall. Miss Walton's L
class will present their
translation of Plautus'
sits. Alma Stanton is
the production. Helen Page is coach-
ing the play. The advertising is ir
the hands of Ruth Brown, and Lil-
lian Baer has charge of the scenery.
The Soldier Alma Stanton
His Attendants
Barbara Maynard, Jean Pindar
Plotting Slave Mary Sollman
The Guard Harriet Markson
The Girl Grace Wood
The Girl's Lover Dorothy Williams
The Girl's Maid Ruth Cole
The Soldier's Neighbor
Eleanor Beardslee
The Neighbor's Pretended Wife
Dorothy Moore
A Boy Elisabeth Cutler
A Cook Lillian Baer
Slave-floggers




BY COMING TO ROOM 12
Thursday, Feb. 24, at 4:
bating Club further asks for an expres-
ion of the opinion of the college either
h rough NEWS or the House of Rep-
esentatives, as to whether it shall
ontinue next year. Here it might be
uggested that the lack of support is
lot entirely the college's fault. De-
bating grew up from the desire to
NOTED WORDSWORTH SCHOLAR
TO SPEAK ON POET'S SISTER
Professor Em
Birmingham Unir iv.'i-sity, England,
i the English Literal
in Billings Hall a
March 4. Professor
"Dorothy Words
this he will give
trusted with the manuscript
and from this prepared the r
issued in 1926, which show
draft of that poem and t
if Pnhuli
the first
brother and who gave so much of her
lite to lim. It is from this ntimate
study that Professor de Selincc urt will
speak of Dorothv Wordsworth
Other works of Professor de Sel-
l,ihrar\
edition of Spenser'.
Poems and a book of essays on i:>i<,lish
Poets and the National Ideal.
re cordially invited t attend
Laura E. Lor.h wood
.
; the





PRESIDENT PENDLETON IS TO
ATTEND CONFERENCE IN TEXAS
President Ellen F. Pendleton will
^present the college at the meeting
I' the National Education. Association
t Dallas, Texas, February 23, 24. 25,
nd 26. On Friday afternoon, Febru-
ry 25. she will speak at the National
ssociation of Principals of Schools
ur Girls, at the Hotel Adelphus, re-
porting the excellencies and defects of
the college freshman which can he
traced to her preparatory school train-
ing. On Saturday morning, President
Pendleton will address the National
Association of Deans of Women at the
Texas State College for Women. Dur-
ing the conference she will attend
other meetings of the Deans of Women
at the Hotel Boker in Dallas. Much
of the discussion of these meetings
will center around a study of the
Dean's office and its special relation
in Personnel Work.
y by the A. A.




epared to meet th
The most important changes proposed,
therefore, concern the composition,
power, and term of office of the Execu-
dained as follows:
I. It has been customary for the
ily.ecutive Board to assume its duties
n September following major elec-
ions, rather than during the spring
erm of the same year. This situation
las caused the following difficulties.
1. An Athletic Association officer
vho has been elected in March to an
office in another organization has to
perform the duties of both offices.
2. There is general confusion as to
which A. A. Board is the official
since it is supposed that the new
board enters office when other college
organizations do.
3. The old Board lias to correct
and bring up to date the Rules and
Regulations which have to be printed
during the summer in preparation for
distribution to the freshmen during
their first week at college. The new
Board, by entering office the preced-
ing spring, would have a hand book
(Continued on Page 3, Column IV
FREE LECTURE ON CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
by Paul Stark Seeley. C. S. B., of Port
land. Oregon, member of the Board o
Lectureship of the Mother Church, Th.
First Church of Christ. Scientist, ii
Boston. Mass. in Billings Hall, Thurs




Thursday, February 24, 3:40 at
Uumnae Hall.
Friday. February 25. 7:00 at Alum-
tae Hall.
Tuesday, March 1, 7:00 at Alumnae
Wednesday, March 2, 7:00 at Bil-
ings Hall,
Thursday, March 3. 3 .40 at Alum-
tae Hall.
Friday. March 4. 7:00 at Alumnae
fell.
Wednesday. March 9. 7:00 at Alum-
lae Hall.
Thursday. March 10, :;:40 at Alum-
iae Hall.
Friday, March 11. 7:00 at Alumnae
fell;
Wednesday, March 16. 7:00 at Alum-
lae Hall.
Thursday, March 17. Dress Rehears-
tl, 5:30 at Alumnae Hall.
WEL LESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
UNSELFISHNESS TAKES PLACE
OF REGULATIONS IN RELIGION
of Pn
of an unselfish spl
main theme of the Week
February 14 to 17, which
was led by Dr. Robert Russell Wicks
of Holyoke. Dr. Wicks, who is chap-
lain of Mount Holyoke College, has at
unusual understanding of college
pmbleriis, ami !>• brought inuHi
Substitute for the Religion of Regu-
lations?" were exceedingly inspiring
and helpful in solving many religious
problems.
At the first service Dr. Wicks dis-
cussed the question of what substitute
Vagueness is one of the widespread
diseases of religion, for the r<
vague notions, to be called on
needed. The first step in solving the
problem is to admit that mucl
ligion is purely imaginative and
away with any God that can be done
away with. Then, the important
is to begin by associating religion
with what happens in our best mo-
ments. In those moments we are car-
ried away by a life that has no sel-
fish end in view, such as that of Jesus
Unselfish Spirit Necessary




bring out the pos-
liverse. The signs
of the spirit in our own lives are our
best moments, which set us free from
lower desires and bring, among other
riches, freedom, insight, power, sal-
vation, and often revolution. Signs
of this unselfish spirit are seen in
other people, in friendships, families,
and in all the experiences of life. To-
day we have a new sense of God, that
of a spirit working in and through
men to bind the world to-gether and
to accomplish more
done before. This spii
by different names, bi
• called
ways of conquering that part of life
which we are morally incompetent to
handle. We may disguise the situa-
tion, hut disguise is not freedom. We
may use resistance, or repression,
holding down so that outwardly we
appear to be free. This method, which






ate this spirit v,









will puwtr you've got
Since freedom is hard, it needs tech.
nique, and that technique is prayer
Prayer needs practice, a practice








loved; it makes us think that we ought
to care. Belonging to people, feeling
the claim on us made by other people,
is freedom. It is freedom to get away
from ourselves and belong to God
and the world.
In the last service of the week, Dr.
Wicks answered some of the numer-
ous questions which had come in to
people, we should not selfishly be
ed the wrong way, but we should
; of disorders in character as we
d of disorders in health. To
ze another's handicap and to try
sip overcome it is the attitude and
t of God. Recovery from failures
it a question of trying to hide a
which cannot be forgotten. A
lifi-? First
in designate what i
sirable. among them,
pleasant, right and '
anti-social, but the best i
and the flesh, the higher
sides of life. Dr. Wicks'
board and to put above :





e please?". Dr. Wicks
rl in trouble had on>
and below the lie
the expense of tl
over to the best by someone's paying
the price of living the higher Hi
us. The people above the line gi
a taste of it and make us want it
Wicks spoke of the question
many women today, "Why can
smoke and drink and be like n
below the line already, and "we
In discussing how to manage
ANNOUNCEMENT






be led on to others. We
urselves saying, "What's
making ourselves is




standing and power. If we stopped
hurts, we would stop the process of
learning. Pain cannot hurt our spirits,
for the inward life is imperishable.
the answer to applying the Chris-
tian spirit to life is to keep our faith
in our ideals. The final question of
life is "What does my life express?"
When people see ideals in us, they re-
new their own. Dr. Wicks' last word
was that there is something to
live for—to play a real part in life.
The chapel services were supple-
mented by group discussions and per-
sonal conferences with Dr. Wicks. In
which he gave Inspiration and help in
FOGG COLLECTION BEGIN ITS
MIGRATION TO A NEW MUSEUM
building. With the
will lead the exodus.
important collet-timis
r, that branch was t
other departments w
spared and the i
Edna St. Vincent Millay
i probably know that the first
lion of ARIA I>A CAPO < ,.u!.|Mk-J
ANNE RYAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
Marcel Waving a Specialty Water Waving Hair Bobbing
All other branches of the work done
Open Evenings until 8 o'clock
Tel Wellesley 0501 579 WASHINGTON ST.
WELLESLEY SQUARE
THE GIFT SHOP CHARMING
MARY G. MORRISON
GIFTS, CARDS, PICTURE FRAMES
STATIONERY, COLLEGE JEWELRY
HOTEL WABAN BLOCK WELLESLEY VILLAGE
Filene's
WELLESLEY SHOP
A new shipment of new sports wear has just
arrived — heeding the call of new Spring styles
—
Imported wool SPORT HOSE, $2.95
A new shipment of the hose that sold so quickly a short
while ago. In fancy mixtures.
Broadcloth OVERBLOUSES, $2. to $5.75
In new green, white, kopen, tan, pink. Vest style in
beige.
Imported SWEATERS, $10.50 to $12.50
In two-toned diagonal or horizontal stripes. With crew,
V, student, or square neck.
Fleece-lined "ZIPOVER" SWEAT-
SHIRTS, $2.35
In green, rose, powder blue, tan, or cardinal.
KASHA or FLANNEL SKIRTS,
$5. to $8.75
In kick pleat models. Navy, tan, or wood.
Imported BERET TAMS, $1.50
In red, navy, black, cocoa, or white.
Divided FLANNEL SKIRTS, $5.75
In novelty stripes or checks.
SO CENTRAL STREET
V. S. MARTINO, Artistic Hair Cutter









Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A
Dentist
Taylor Block Welle.ley Squar.
Tel. 1268-W— Res. 0529
DR. P. E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
WABAN BLOCK
Office Hours 2.30-S Other Hour;
Dr. Francis S. Keating
DENTIST






DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST




Watch and Clock Repairing
MAR1NELLO SHOP













i ' YintiiiiH'd fiuin I'.a-i'
wholly fitted to its needs rather i
to those of the preceding Board.
4. The Executive Board assu
its duties at the same time that it
need for the greatest experienct
cooperation. By having worked
gether for two months in the spring
it will lie a great deal i
in dealing with the ii
men in the fall.
unit: Krei-h
II. It is a policy of the Executive
Board that the members of a sport
shall have the final decision as to
Head. Since it is possible to do
only when the sport lias a specifically
unified group, elections of Heads
cur two weeks before competition
the sport's formal season and
between the fall and spring sport s
sons at all college elections.
The proposed changes in the date of
installation of the Executive Board
Of .sports. The heads of spring sports
obviously there would be six vacancies
on the Board the following fall. Even
if it were possible to have these va-
cancies, it would mean a loss of six
experienced Heads who would have




in a sport or no capable ones.
2. In answer to the statement that
seniors are more experienced, capable,
and dignified for holding such po-
fect good managership; neither is
sport management so very intricate
that it would take more than two full
years of participation to grasp it; be-
sides members of senior sports either
because of incapability or because of
holding other offices do not always of-
fer a good selection of candidates.
III. The sections on amendments to
and loose in application. Therefore in
order to make a more specific process
of amendment the proposed changes
specify power of amendment as a
function primarily of the Executive
eral disapproval) of the active mem-
IV. Minor changes, IS in general, in-
1. Technicalities.
sending delegates to con-
ferences and to provide
time for freshman and
sophomore Indoor base-
ball and basketball.
The A. A. Board requests that every-
one read and know the proposed




through March 15. The
collection contains many
valuable and interesting
objects, lent by members
of the faculty and by stu-





shack about 12 ft
under the small
plank on two uprights for the only
seat, and a bed of prickly straw? No
running water, no lights, no place to
cook except over a wood fire! Here
eight or ten people live. Our recrea-
tion house near by seems palatial."
has a coat of whitewash.
is if we had. too, when it
Packages and packages of
aracic acid are piled high on
. We'll feel quite like mis-
opening bundles.
ly 9th. Ten babies to cave for
only three baskets!
Mori
play with. The girls have started mak-
"July 13th. Shampoos! and a health
tures on the board outside Miss Tufts'
"July loth. A crisis at noon. The
rumor spread like fire that we were
going to take out everyone's tonsils
with scissors! A drunken father came
ternoon to win back the people's con-
fidence.
"July 21st. 100 degrees in the
shade! Two of the babies were cut-
ting teeth. One woman was dread-
fully sick after taking too much corn
liquor. Most of the older children
went in swimming." {See the Ser-
vice Fund pictures).
"July 26th. 100 per cent tooth brush
drill. Good club meeting after supper.
lile the boys boxed and wrestled.
"August 11th. 120 degrees in the
ade! Every child had a shower and
swim in the brook. Finished paint-
And so the hot summer days went.
With three college girls at a migrant
a we tried to better the Polish
ing settlement. One girl from
on had charge of the Kinder-
en, another of the cooking and
ng, and I. as you may guess from
diary extracts, was doctor and
Service Fund contribution goes.
aid write for hours about the fun
experience of this work but space
ents. If you
HARVARD REALIZES NEED FOR
IMMEDIATE SARTORIAL REFORM
umes to John Harvard's hat. .
nbassador, a handful of senat
ibute from Guam, something
ince the glory of Cambridge is
'itable feature of the day's i
of the Sati
i by Havn tiM-MiH n: ni clnthing mac
Schaffner and Marx delivers a dire
blow to the fair name of Harvard
a criticism that demands mimed ia
and thorough reform.
world. Thereon are inscribed tl
names of places where styles origi
ate. There is Hollywood and Bar Ha
bor. Deauville and Newport, Lid
Venice, St. Moritz, Palm Beach, E
som Downs, Paris, Westbury, Ne
'Mm•n and Prir
s the legend underneath, "ga
lese places for business, pleat
ambridge to the sartorial le
her of Hart Schaffner and M
rra incognita, a wild land wh
irers bring back tales of wild
DANCES AND THEATERS FILL
GAY WEEK-END FOR JUNIORS
The climax of the Junior Promenade
festivities was reached Saturday night,
sts danced from 8 till 12 at
Hall. The hall was decorated
the
hung on the wall. Morey
his orchestra of Boston oc
centre of the floor among pc
and furnished the music,
two-thirds of the junior
tended. The program cc
time. The eighth dance served as ar
intermission for supper.
The receiving line Saturday nighl
included Miss Waite, Miss Tufts, Mis:
Smith, Miss Knapp, Polly Dyson
junior president and Elizabeth Zieg
Macdouaall, Mr. and Mrs. Duncan
and Miss MacGregor were other pat'
rons and patronesses. Katherine
Graves, Judith Stern, and Helen Jones
were guests of the junior class.
Before the dance dinner was served
Tower Court, Severance and Claflin.
The table decorations were provided
the
arranged by helpful upper or lower
classmen. Mrs. Ewing, Dean Waite
and Mr. and Mrs. Zigler were chap-
erones at Severance; Miss Smith, Miss
Tufts, and Mr. and Mrs. Macdougali
Tower, and Miss Knapp. Miss Merrill
and Mr. and Mrs. Duncan at Claflii
Tea Djuu'iiiir in Uterinum
The i i oft ulh
hi. \<dancing at Shakespeare with
Bower's orchestra. Miss Snyder a:
Mrs. Ablers were hostesses. Saturd
afternoon witnessed tea dancing
Tower Court to the music of Be
Loew's orchestra with Miss Tufts and
Miss Macgregor as hosteses. Phi Sig-
ma, Agora, and Zeta Alpha held open
house for promenaders. Friday i
the juniors attended a perform
You Never Can Tell produced
Cap and Bells Society of Williai
lege. Shaw's witty comedy provided
an hilarious evening not
the college. The plot of
slight but it provides an i
portunity for Shaw's cutting and
amusing sallies against t
and old fashioned ideals.
play the Harvard Gold Coa




the efforts of the prom (-ommilter will:
Elizabeth Ziegler as chairman. The
freshman maids chosen for Saturdaj
Thankful Cornwall, Malcolm Carr
Julia Lilly House. Josephine Maghee
Ruth Stephens, Eleanor Cole, Shirley
Smith, Nellie Lee Pierce, Mario
Thompson. Aileen Shaw, Mary Multei
Sally Neilson, Babette Hartzell, Elizs
heth Trimble, Lilian Tarbell. Eunic
Collins, Barbara Cook, Mary Raddi:
Winifred Wells, Mary Inglis, Charlotte
Ellis, Dorothy Feiner, Anne Reet
Frances Saunders, Margaret Lang
horst. Elsie Martin, Louise Schmid
Natalie Disston, Elizabeth Schippe:
Elizabeth Quimby, Aileen Worms.
Slattery presents the SMART fashion of
WOOL JERSEY
Wool Jersey is quite the
"rage"! Paris, Palm Beach,
Cannes, New York, Boston, all
agree upon its enormous im-
portance! Especially in combi-













Uesley 0S68 MRS. MARY B. HUGHES, Hoaten
For your overnight and weekend guests.
By appointment—Breakfast Parties, Luncheons, Teas and
Dinner Parties
Meet your friends here for Bridge and Tea afterwards
"TEA FOR TWO"
OR MORE
Will Be Most Successful
with crackers and dainties supplied







We specialize in School
and College work. Our
many years experience in
handling this class of
work makes it possible





* TTbe Blue 2>ragon *
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
1.00 A. M. to 7.30 P. M.
Tel. We
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
ELLESLEY COLLEGE NE WS
The word "Student" conveys a bonne
aniaradie that takes away all
trangeness. Since there are as
IN DISFAVOR OF CONSERVATISM ecutives in most college offices in the
spring began as a movement whereby
The fact that the proposed plan for the junior might gain the necessary
an extension of liberty for seniors
should be joined with a restriction of
privileges for freshmen and sopho-
mores, is an example of Wellesley con-
servatism which quite naturally irri- of senior year. It has ended by leav-
tates the average student. It seems
rather illogical to require that the
slightest attempt at freedom in one
group be counterbalanced by limita-
tion of privileges in another group.
Such a principle, when followed con-
sistently, at least impedes, if it does
not prohibit altogether, any progress
in the regulation of student-life. In tl
present case, the curtailment of pri
ileges for freshmen and sophomore
which would limit their nights away
from college to some small number
for each semester far exceeds the sug-
gested enfranchisement for the seniors,
by which they would be allowed to
remain uuchaperoned outside of Wel-
lesley until 9:46, instead of 7:30.
Furthermore the restriction of under-
''Li^.-Ilirl] [iiivih;-'-.-- :- win- liiiiii'i . .--:i i y
under present conditions, if its aim is
men and sophomores appear to be as
successful as they ever have been in
planning and accomplishing their
studies, and it is constantly rumored
that the academic standard improves
with each succeeding freshman class.
Any such limitation of social privileges
for underclassmen seems therefore to
low standards in academic matters,
and illogical as a counterbalance for
a senior privilege which does not give
the senior as much liberty as it re-
strict i tin.- underclassmen.
THE USELESS SENIOR
The proposed changes in the consti-
tution of the Athletic Association, fol-
lowing reforms in Barn and College
Government, give us another indica-
tion of the spirit of reform that is
abroad in pur college organizations.
We wonder what next year's college
organizations will have left to occupy
themselves with in their moments of
so-called authority. Although we are
heartily in sympathy with the adop-
tion of constitutions as expedient and
as workable as possible, we doubt
»..- solicited i
9 the 1
Evidently we are not content to in-
vestigate and change slowly enough
that the college can keep up with the
speed of the organization; so that
there is danger both of blind support
and of unintelligent criticism.
We call the attention of readers of
the NEWS to the article recently
placed on the "Heretics Board" de-
changes proposcii by the Athletic Asso-
ciation. Although lliis superficial eri-
mg the seniors who have spent three
and a half years in college activities
with nothing to do in the spring but
advise—a dangerous pastime. This
system works excellently with an or-
ganization like the NEWS, but t
question its efficacy when applied
the chairmanship of Float Night for i
stance. Even if a junior has the actu
work of schedules and call-outs, \
think the real honor of the position
the selecting of crews and the presen
The word " International" !|s the
national mind. The trips offer a de-
lightful short-cut if not to an under-
standing of world affairs, at least
some international feeling. Opportun-
ity is given to study situations within
the country visited. Problems are
discussed frankly, ideas exchanged be-
tween nations. Some conception of
the nature of the interchange may be
had from the article on Vienna on this
same page. The idea behind the In-
ternational Student Hospitality tours
is a vital one. It means delightful





t we belies the
,
st as much experience
cessary i but working
If the management is
given exclusively to juniors the sen-
tend to become more and more
figureheads. We hate to be classed,
ie French nobility, as "gilt paste-
caryatids of the throne".
the wrl
are inclined to agree with
to welcome on the International Stu-
dent Hospitality tours. Across the
tic students are planning a thou-
sand ways to present their countries
American eyes,—from ambassadors'
s to mountain climbs, from camp-
3 discussions to supper-dances in
picturesque restaurants. Here in
Wellesley, as sometimes happens, can-
didates are presenting themselves but
lowly. With the opportunity secured
or Wellesley by the committee, duly
eralded and thrown open to the col-
sge, the tours enthusiastically ac-
laimed by the pioneers of last year,
and everything all set, it seems there
ust be some misunderstanding ac-
untable for the apathetic response.
Perhaps the word "tour,"—a word
of which we are justly wary, is the
of the long name "International
Student Hospitality Association
." which is receiving the atten-
The trips are tours, of course,
jcean crossing is made student
t class; there is a decided va-
oes travel and sight-see. But as
they are unique,—as may be
by considering the other words
they are organized, preventing
hitches In the schedule. The coun-
tries have worked together, and have
so arranged that the parties are never
without student guides, never without
friendly hosts. The "Hospitality" ex-
ceeds all imaginings. Sanctum sanct-
orums denied ordinary tourists are
thrown open. One meets all kinds of
people, one makes lasting friends.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
must be si<no ! ruth full
sinned will be printed. Initials or
numerals will be used in printing
the articles if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements which appear in this
column.
Contributions should be in the
hand of the Editors by 10 A.M. on
Sunday.
contributions should not be over
"There was an aesthetic, greyisl
uish young man first, who told u:
English, that might have come froi
tford or Cambridge but had, we di;
socialist representative in the Vienna
Legislature, the Head of the City Wei
fare Department, and incidentally a
professor of medicine at the Univer
sity. The greatest of these was evi
deutly the Welfare Department, for in
Im.I.I-
bath:birth-rate, death
Tliii'i' \v;is a fiei
terrupted with the criticism that tht
socialists might better have built sev
eral small bath-houses than a million
dollar-structure which aimed to wir
votes rather than serve the pubic. A
row was averted chiefly by the burgo-
master's difficulty with English, and
the floor was left to the fierce, dark
man, who seemed to know everything
about everything, and told it in Ami
ican that was very plain Indeed. 1
was the United Press correspondent.
"Herr Bock, the non-partisan, pa
fist host of our stay in Vienna, tried
close the discussion at an appropriate
dinner hour, but the group ignored
suggestion, since one can eat in At
ica. but this opportunity might
come again. The economics stud*
found that 1
FUTILITY
To the Wellesley College News:
The NEWS complains about not
ing enough free presses. People write
a few when some situation appears tc
than they can stand. Nothing hap-
pens. The students read the free
presses, feel satisfied that their griev
NEWS complain!
What is the trouble? Do people feel,
the Administration in particular, that
free presses are simply over-flows of
individual fault-finding? Well, they
may often he. But we feel it is
more likely that anyone having inter-
est enough to write is fairminded and
Is trying to bring to the attention of
those In authority, matters which need
djustment. Often no action really
needs to be taken, hut the reason for
(something explained. The NEWS is
primarily a student organ, or we feel
houd be. Yet it plays its part also
a college organ. Is it simply too
much trouble for the Administration
•xplaln the "why" of different mat-
that come up?
TOURIST STUDENTS LEARN OF
NEW VIENNA BY DISCUSSION
The article which follows, reprinted
from the New Student, is a sample
of the kind of experience the I.S.H.A.
offer. It was written by Sally
Loomis, who was a member of one of
was a hot, midsummer after-
and the late-comers blessed the
3\v sills assigned to them as the
remaining seats. The little front
of the Studcntcnhetm was to be
:ene of another strange gathering,
is, of course, the Viennese stu-
who usually gathered there to
dent had much to say on the problem
of rent and currency stabilization, and
the extreme to which the Viennese had
carried out their scheme of turning
out the aristocracy and tu
working classes. They extracted
promises to be shown the apartmen
houses erected by the city—magnifi-
cent to look at, and a vast improve-
conditions—but hastily and poorly
built. The window-sills were deserted
as the meeting, as such, broke up and
inquiring groups circled the var
speakers. One clustered around
first speaker, the aesthete of the t
t i 'ii
I KntUish. He spoke of the u
istria and Germany as Aust
hope, an end desired by all of




lother slump In the
rency, owing to the tariff barrie
against Austria by the very
is which so generously
stabilization loan. Most heatedly
condemned the old aristocracy, the
\- bourgeoisie, the Austrian govern
nt and the tactics of the Allies.
It was a hot midsummer afternoon
en we gathered in the Studentcn
helm, but we left in the cool of the
ng and had not had enough. It
but it was not until some tit
that I realized with a shock th
years before we had been killing
that afternoon that the Vlenr
uffered unspeakably. So
they of the new and puzzl
Vienna that the war had left them
ery hospitable are they to foreigners
iterested in it, that we felt their
roblems ours. The open-air concert
lat night in the garden of the Franz
oseph palace where we heard
Strauss's Blue Danube Waltz on the
nks of the river Itself, was an echo
the Vienna of the old order haunt-
g a still majestic city where a new
learning which
had :
ie American students, who con-
1 at one meal what would be a
s rations for an Austrian. To-
day it held students of both nations,
plus a miscellaneous group of Vienna
socialists and anti-socialists, Pan-
Germans and royalists, so that this
:irll Mllirr
On Thursday evening. March 3rt
Professor Arthur Haas, of the Univer
f Vienna, will discuss the atot
source of energy. For furthe
PAY DAY
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9
.ii st nF.'nvi-:i-:\ is jimoks





PROM, my dear? I mean
the MOST PERfect timi
had. Do you HONestly think you ever
saw a MORE WONderful collection of
MEN in your LIFE. I mean I actually
met the most DIVINE man I have hon-
because I mean I think I've got as-
PASIA or something frightful that
makes you forGET names and things
ALL the time. ANYways, my dear,
HE was SIMply aDORable, I mean he
actually WAS. Oh! MY prom dress
LIKed it tho. But MY dear, you
looked KNOCKout, I mean I think you
looked simply inTRIguing. AND
didN'T you think the Williams MEN
were just TOO SWEET. I mean I Ac-
tually thought they were SIMply ador-
ably-looking because they look like
Greek GODS or something. HONestly,
my dear, I was so exCITED I couldn't
SEE straight because I mean I KNEW
two perf'Iy SWEET boys in the play
this year who are Actually the MOST
ATTractive things I've EVER known
because they were so kind of MODEST
about being in the play which is Ac-
tually a terrlFic honor and everything.
And REALLY, my dear, I had THE
MOST WONderful time in the WORLD!
AND wasn't it SIMply NAUseating
ride. I mean I Actually think it was
terrible that it had to SNOW the VERY
next day. I'm FRIGHTFULLY sorry I
didN't meet your MAN. I mean I DO
think he looked TOO Sweet FOR
WORDS. My dear, I'm Simply Poi-
soned because the maids were so cute,
I mean they mighlt have Actually
VAMPed our men AWAY. And my
dear, isn't it ABSOlutely OBNOXious
that the whole thing is over, I mean
I HONestly think it IS!
Her final paper
She had to w liuht.
A storm broke down the electric wires.
She was perplexed no doubt.
"How can I finish this tonight.
When all the lights are out"?
She paced the floor In dread, and heard
The watchman walk about.
"How can I finish this tonight,
When all the lights are out"?
"All, ha, I see you need my help.
I offer you this lamp."
"Thank you sir, you're very kind."
Away, she heard him tramp.
With careless hand she pushed the
It crashed upon the floor.
The faithless watchman, on his rounds,
Arrived outside her door.
He handed her a candle white.
of cried.
desk.
id to relate, the candle fell.
The oil went up in flame.
The paper and the girl caught fire
piayed tor snow for carnival
—
aw we had instead,
happened twice—we watched the
For Junior Prom the snow-gods n
Capricious as could be—
But now we have a blizzard when
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
The Theater
COLONIAL — Sunny, with Marilyn
Miller and Jack Donahue.
COPLEY—The Ghost Train.




Honeymooning on High, by
Hatcher Hughes.
PLYMOUTH—The Little Spitfire.
SHUBERT — Earl Carroll, Vanities,
with Joe Cook.
TREMONT—he Mairc's Affairs, with
with Lester Allen and Ted Lewis.
WILBUR—Queen High with Julia San
HOLLIS—Cha omedy with New
EAltL CAltKOM. VAMTIKS
The Earl Carroll Vanitirs, after
advertised thirteen-month run in r
York, has arrived in Boston mi
most of the pep and spectacle ttaa
contained in its youth. Reviews
one type of production which do
improve with age. The jokes
skits which were original with
show, and which once seemed funny
have grown stale after wide circula-
ion in magazines, newspapers, and
conversations. The settings and cos-
glitter which is so important a requi-
site of good reviews.
iage to Paris and then "runs riot"
ultIi a mudiste shop, Deauville, and
e luve affairs. James Hall is hand-
e and a satisfactory opposite to
> Daniels. Stranded in Paris will
at the Community Playhouse on
Friday and Saturday nights.
TUTORING BUREAU CLAIMS THE
THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR GRADES
An excellent method of education is
here suggested. Why go to college at
all? It's much simpler to order notes
by mail.
In an interview granted to the Crim-
son, the manager of the College Tu-
toring Bureau, located in the Brock
Building, and purveyors of notes to a
large Harvard clientele, gave out the
list of best sellers during the mid-year
A translation of "Der Sweig >
All thai ; changed. In sheer self-
dence upon a sixth
language that the
est respects, the language of Might.
Robert Y. Chew in the Chinese Stu-
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February 25 - 26
From 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dresses especially selected and designed for you -made
to your measure-priced from $20 to $49.50
The Woman's Shop, 30 West 50th St., New York City
3f 150 (
ras pushed
mrses such as Government 1, H
iry 1, Philosophy A and English 32




nil explains how the humiliating and
verbearing attitude of western for-
igners in China has brought on a vio-
Here are some of the instances Mr.
Shew cites: An Englishman on down-
own streets in Shanghai elbowed an
lderly well-dressed Chinese into the
Young American college blades riding
through narrow streets in rickshaws,
eking over the heads all Chinese
by distributing __
id so forth. The girls responded '"
d
agnificently. One lady even went so|^
r as to buy notes with a gold piece
which she had received for Christmas
ng sentiment into educa-
animated that 1100






dience what they thought It wanted,
appearing in various stages of un-
ess. "While the girls were fairly
>11 trained, they were far below the
st standards of beauty in choruses.
Next to Joe Cook we considered
Clyde Oottam. in her solo dance. "The
show. With her angular extremi
protruding from a short fluffy i
tume, the comedienne performec
burlesque on toe dancing which
THE SCREEN
Some twenty years ago David War-
field was playing in one of his most
popular successes, The Music Master.
The Music Master did not go in for
any of the new fangled "art for art's
sake" hut appealed to the emotions and
heart strings of the audience. A sug-
gestion of the story will allow one to
pierce together the rest of the drama.
Anton Von Barwig, who conducted the
Symphony Orchestra at the Royal
Opera House in Vienna, had a beauti-
ful wife and a little, helpless daughter.
The wife runs away to America with
a lover, taking the daughter with her.
What will happen when years later a
poverty-stricken father meets his
beautiful daughter, now a popular
member of New York society? Well,
any one can see the pathos in the sit-
uation. Alec Francis, Lois Moran,
Neil Hamilton, and Norman Trevor
are in the cast of The Music Master,
which will run in Wellesley Hills for
three nights, February 28, March 1 and
2. O. ves. Bill Tilden as a butler is
rolled magazines. An arch over a
Shanghai city garden in which munici-
pally supported bands play, with the
sign "Chinese and dogs not admitted".
British-hired Sikh policeman kicking
l public parks. Over
snty Chinese citizens slaughtered in
nghai and Hangkow by British po-
on Chinese soil (May, 1926). Fifty
ed and 117 wounded by the British
parade. Over one thousand
in-combatants, including wo-
ten and children, slaughtered by Brit-
>h marines on the Yang-tze River
Sept., 1926).
What does China want? asks Mr.
)he\v. First, territorial integrity. She
ias been mutilated by Christian na-
ions through sessions, concessions,
ease holds and settlements. Second,
economic freedom. It has been restric-
ted through the western control of ta-
fr administration. Third, the right of
self-defense. "China has been denied
this right by the Great Powers through
ports, and foreign vessels in our in-
land waters." Fourth, justice through
international law. "During the inci-
dent of June, 1925, the British authori-
ties employed dum-dum or soft nosed
bullets—illegal under international
law, even in war. Fifth, the right of
AMERICAN STUDENTS TO STUDY
AT UNIVERSITIES IN GERMANY
national Education in New York City
)een arranging to bring German
nts to the United States as guests
of the American colleges. In the
ipjdcil finance that, fullnwed the
it has been a much harder thing
for German Universities to offer
pitality to American students. This
effort is now being made and from
1927 onwards a limited number ol
American students will have the op-
portunity of enjoying hospitality sim-
ilar to that offered the German stu-
these fellowships \vi:
good working knowledge c
German and ability to pursue inde
pendent study and research. Prefei
ence will be given to applicants wh
are potential leaders in public lift
Fellowships cover tuition, board an
lodging during the academic term an
who think
during college years t<
i of these fellowships
make themselves ki
iir college careers to n




Tn tanks and machine guns
itory. When we appeal-
nations for justice, they
rtth gun-boats. Just to
.inineiliately after the
ting by the British po-
0, 1925, thirteen out of
Chinathe twenty bait]. -ships
were under the American flag."
Of the same opinion is Dr. Tsi C.
Wang, of Ohio State University. Said
Dr. Wang in an interview published in
the Ohio State Lantern:
"China has . been bullied for the
past 100 years. They feel they have
been fooled by the Western nations
many times and now are insisting that
these nations be fair.
"The British and Ame;
the Chinese viewpoint are not sincere,
—they are hypocritic, including the
it only are they un-
ead Chinese, but the Chinese
ire just as opaque to them,
lave changed in China. This
revolt, unlike the Boxer Re-
hellion that was sponsored by a politi-
cal party, and the Empress Dowager,
entire Chin
"These Chinese are going to fight
the death for sovereignty. Under-
bid me now, China is not anti-for-
mer but anti-foreignlsm. Chinese
ar political domination by foreign
iwers. The old and habitual belief
the Powers is no longer true,—the
eas that China is easy to deal with.
"Internally China is struggling for
mocracy. Externally they are unit-
for sovereignty."
The second of the Five Awful Warn-
ings presented to the senior class by
is to be "The Menace of the East"
and will be given on Friday evening,
February 25, at 7:30 P.M.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
THREE SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
FOR SOCIAL RELIGIOUS WORK
The Board of National Missions of
the Presbyterian Church offers two
fellowships for the coming year. One
is for training for social religious
work in immigrant communities, and
provides two years of study, leading
Mas
Religious Education Department of
Teachers College. Columbia, together
with field work in one of the Presby-
terian neighborhood houses in New
York City. Some of the courses are
taken at the New York School of So-
cial Work.
A second scholarship is offered for
the summer of 1927, and is primarily
for undergraduates—juniors who have
had some work in Religious Education
and Sociology. This provides a six
weeks' course in Religious Ediit
in the summer school of Columbia
University, for visits to religious agen
cies in and about New York, and foi
the opportunity of work under trained
of these are excellent opportunities
for a combination of theoretical and
practical training under excellent
The Life Work Committee of the
Methodist Episcopal Church offers a
limited number of scholarships each
year to the amount of $250.00. Those
who accept the scholarships are ob-
:es which women were occupying
1 results that are encouraging to
nen who propose entering goveru-
it service. A thoroughgoing sur-
ilisiius.'d tin.' fact that women who
»Ive salaries of $1860 and over
year are engaged in any of about
my different fields.
(lininistrative work claimed many.
in this case several appointments
it be made by the President him-





-ith the Massachusetts Civic
i familiar with Civil Service
unities. Both speakers wil
aluable information and advie
This program was arranged by tl
Massachusetts League of Women Vc
ers which has rendered valuable se
vice to the State in the field of polil
cal training in citizenship. Mrs. Tri
Worthy White, the Civic Director
the League, will accompany the spea
ers. The program will be given
NOWEGIAN SCIENTIST IS TO
INCLUDE WELLESLEY
"Criminality and Genii
cal Problems" will be
Dr. Jon Alfred Mjocn of
I >!






Further information about these
lining courses may be obtained at
i Personnel Bureau, and notices of
?se will be found upon the Voca-
nal Information bulletin board.








seniors who are interested in training
for the stage.
The American Laboratory Theatre
is an organization of young American
actors devoting themselves to devel-
oping technique in the individual act-
or, and to building up a permanent
repertorial theatre group. The Dra-
matic School is a department of the
theatre, and therefore closely related





e school is posted on
Information Mullet in
WOMEN ON EQUAL BASIS WITH
MEN IN CIVIL SERVICE WORK
A pamphlet published by the U. S.
Department of Labor on the status of
women In the Civil Service gives data
which Is apropos of the vocational
guidance lecture scheduled for Mon-
day, February 28. A program of two
speakers on the subject of women in
Civil Service has been arranged by the
Massachusetts League of Women Vot-





MISS WELDEN SPEAKS TO I. S. C. A.
ABOUT VOCATIONAL OPENING
Founder:- Hal]
adilri'sseil iiii'iiiliM - ul' tlif i it 1 itri- '
een doing social work. The s
ras the work of I. C. S. A.
social work in general.
Miss Welden first spoke of the
ry of I. C. S. A. from the time w
was called the College Settleir
here if desired by
r the work of I. C. S. A. ca
are of completely by Chris
tions and the Y. W. C. A.,
be hoped that those now
terested will continue their work




rious fields and long and
s for training in social
nwered by Miss Welden.
possibilities of teaching
VOCATIONS COMMITTEE OFFERS
SECOND SERIES OF LECTURES
The Vocational Committee an-
unces the first lecture of the second
ries of programs which have been
dents who desire vocational guidance.
This first program is as follows:
Women in Public Service" by Mrs.
Dorothy Kirchwey Brown, and Civil
:e Opportunities for Women by
Miss Florence Lnscomb. Mrs. Brown
author of two notable govern-
studies, one on the "Acceptance
of the Sheppard-Towner Act" and the
1 on "Federal Aid to the States."
,vas connected with the Chil-
Bureau in Washington during










For the College Girl
Misses' Section
(Third Floor)
202 Boylston Street Boston
"' The MaJthusian noted thai
able after table thrown on th(
i and explained in splendid Eng
e showed most convincingly."
tour which Dr. MJoen is making
;ak at a great many colleges is
lies Society, the purpose ol
may be understood from the
ing statement from the repor
i President. Irving Fisher. "I
ave followed the development o
aciety you will have noticed tha
its growth. It has had s
iy, steady growth and its infiu-
igenics. 'a charity to It
vhen eugenics will be taught
ublic schools; when m
ths, and deaths will tend
iot toward degeneracy; when mar
iage ideals and falling in love wil
e naturally eugenic; and when eu
genics will be the touchstone for e-th
Eugenics will register the high
SENIORS APTLY WARNED ABOUT
BLACK SIDE OF JOURNALISM
3 little known to them. The :
ortentous warnings, named
Black Side of Journalism" took
>rm of gruesome shadow picture;
id escapades of the populace v
brought to light in so realistic a f.
it is certain that no member;
audience will ever attempt ji
im as a vocation, or ever a(
ve a single word printed in
newspapers.
h this desired end in view
horrible episodes were ]





Where do you want to si







Chiffon Hosiery Reduced $1.49 pr.
Ivy Corset Shop
22 Grove St. Wellesley 0380-W
after March 1st the Ivy Corset
Shop will be located in the Holman
Block, 6 Church Street, Wellesley.
TRAIL RIDING IN THE ROCKIES
Summer of 1927
Will, mi!
In. in IX t
•itli pack horses and camping
jack riding in Glacier Park,




SCHOOL OF FOREIGN TRAVEL INC
WABAN LODGE




























"VOl >KVEK (AN TELL"
Promenade You Neve}' Can Tell
played by the Cap and Bells Corpora-
tion of Williams, was too long and noi
sufficiently light to produce the de-
sfred effect upon the audience. Sine*
a Shaw comedy is heavily weighted
with moral and preaching it must
ceed rapidly to go over brilliantly
the presentation last Friday r
dragged noticeably in several places
lack uf sustaining power in the c;
The quick repartee of the twins wo
back this opinion.
and with the exception of boom:
voices, prominent adam's apples, s
very perceptible biceps they succeet
in producing quite an illusion of fe
Ininity. The part of Mrs. Cland
taken by G. T. Swan, was especially
well handled both in gesture and mod
ulatiou of tone. The club's president
Gaston Purcell, gave a commendabli
portrayal of Valentine, the struggling
thought Uie best piece of character
acting in the play was done by J.
Baker, Jr., as the garrulous old
The stage setting and direction was,
n the whole, satisfactory, but one
line in the third act the principal ac-
srs were all back stage and the smok-
ur attention from (lie speaking char-
ters. The celery on the dining table
light also have been omitted, although
ever, do not spoil an riijnyable
duction nor the ever ready amust
clothes.
foreigner related notions on French
Literature, French History and Geog
raphy, French History of Art, Frencl
the Sorbonne.
Advantages of Plan
Madame Andrieu next attempts t
o\v the advantages of the stud;
abroad, and the relation of the plai
i needs of the college. With re
gard to the student who is especially
interested in modern languages, she
in college a perfect command of
French. Although one can learn
quickly how to call for a taxi, if her
im is to use a language correctly,
uently, and with power of expression,
requires much practice and difficult
ichnical work—more than can gen-
ally be done in college. "It is better
i live abroad, in order to understand
Dt only the speech, but the mentality
id the ways of these foreigners
JUNIOR FOREIGN STUDY PLAN
AROUSES ACADEMIC INTEREST
idea. When the news was published
two years ago that thirty Smith
juniors were to spend the year 1925-
1926 studying in Paris, there was a
great deal of comment in college cir-
cles, and few people realized that
Delaware University had been send-
ing students to Pahs since 1923.
In Febr
Weltcslnj Alumnae Magazine an inter-
esting article by Madame Andrieu,
French, describes the essential feat-
girl best fitted to carry on this type of
work. The general statement of the
will spend the summer months and
the academic year in France under
credit for their work, and come back
to their college for their senior year
and their graduation just as if they
had kept on studying in America.
Most of the many difficulties which
this idea had to meet may be traced to
some distinctive feature of the French
question is asked: "Why disturb a
study when college life is planned in
order to offer to each class special op-
ind privileges?" The
peciai openings offered to juniors
>*ould be losers.
Difficulties of Plan
From a practical point of vie\
s demanded, how can the American
nd French curricula be adjusted
.'ithout too much pressure on the stu-
ent and too much difficulty in the
latter of collecting and computing
n institution partly responsible for
he welfare and make-up of students
n accordance with certain standards
3 It not questionable to expose a
unior suddenly to a new environ-
ment, in a big foreign city, quite er-





Sorbonne. These courses are called
"Les Cours de la Civilization Fran^
caise." given in French and according
to French methods, but planned for
foreigners as well as French pi
"These courses are open to students
difference ii
is puzzling, i
! family, "Young ]
tively few college graduates have the
eign study after their college
; students who taki
. opportunity find :
rder work during
Mel]. in! Sii|>i'i\Niim
i'il of." diaper-ms are [iruvnk'd
;ollege regulations are so en-
forced that there is no marked change
which extended to Wellesley the in-
vitation to participate in this foreign
plan, awards each year from
to ten 'Scholarships i<> juniurs.
and will probably organize an inter-
collegiate group interested in the jun-
an for foreign study, with the
help
work in Paris,
is most of those at Wellesley 1
Wellesley juniors are at prest
rk in Paris under this plan,
al cost for the twelve months
50 for 192G-1927. There Is
one girl In each family, and these
families are very carefully chosen,
and are often visited by the American
professors.
The number of hours elected cor-
responds to the number taken in col-
lege, and the programs allow a good
deal of flexibility. However, the ad-
justments have been found much
easier for students interested in Lan-
guages, History, Economics, Art, Mu-
sic, than for students scientifically in-
clined. Two years of French in sec-
ondary school, and two in college are
required. Students must be recom-
mended by the department of French
and by the Dean of the college. They
promise not to use English abroad,
and to live up to the social regula-
Quallfications Necessary
The lack of intensive social life, and
the possibility of homesickness are
made up for by the hard work. How-
ever it is not a life for every girl to
any
year, nor to a medio-sre student who
would not pass her examinations on
work entirely done in a foreign lan-
guage, nor to a girl who would take




of girls. In Paris
friends. .
.
The foreign plan can help
those who have already made good
records in college, and who are inter-
ested in something different at the
cost of hard work and possibly lone-
liness—so sooner or later they always
find their reward."
In general, when students return to
college in America, it is with a new
appreciation of effort and achieve-
ment. "Most of them have been stim-
ulated and stirred by the discovery of
unknown beauty, by the importanc
niviii in Europe in academic wm'k. r
.They






w Huv. F-hl nd 12,
ing aspects of the discussion. At New
Haven, problems of play production
were considered from every point of
view, from that of the college little
theater, civic little theater, community
theater as well as of the professional
Such specific
ayalties, and sc











edits a magazine on




in the second day,
college dramatics. Miss Steers will
bring out in her talk the light that the
conference shed on the always difficult
problem of chosing the best and most
ive plays for amateur production.
Bring Spring plants into flower in
your room
the side of the store you'll
find a collection of tulips and
hyacinths just starting to grow
that you can bring into flower.
They are all in pots and need
only light and time to bring


















EFFORT OF THE ENTIRE
STAFF. WHEN THE RUN IS
COMPLETED AT THE END





A Power in the Community
Wool Leather Slippers
ind Comfort during t
IN BLUE AND FAUN
J. E. LEE









21 Marian M. Loci




Richard Arnold, on Jan-
*13 To Berenice K. Van Slyke, a
daughter, Joy Mireille.
"15 To Hazel l'aris Cederborg, a
son, John Eniil, on January 6.
'1G To Mary Louise Hamilton All-
man, a daughter, Nancy English .
DIED
•91 and '22 Emma Squires Aiken
(Mrs. Charles W.), mother of Dorothy
Aiken Johnson at Webster Lake,
Franklin, N. H., on January 28,
'% The mother of Ethel L. How-
'12 Mrs. Mary E. Brand, mother of
Dr. Lucille S. Brand Russell, January
IS, in Chicago, 111.
Parkway. Brooklyn, N. Y.
'26 Leila Tinilieriuuii sm
Wilbur Alan) to 400 Cooper
COLLEGE NOTES
Gertrude Henrick entertained for
noon. February 16.
A. K. X. has elected Josephine
Chandler, vice-president to take the
place of Catherine Overbeck. who has
left college. Jeanette Bradley was
elected to fill the place of Josephine
Chandler as custodian.
Margaret McConnell gave a tea for
her mother at Alumnae Hall on Tues-
day. February 15.
The Christian Association Board
gave a dinner for Rebecca Chalmers
'26 on Wednesday evening at Z. A.
A faculty tea was given by Ruth
Evelyn Campbell and Elizabeth Fland-
ers on Thursday, February 17.
ROCHESTER ORGANIST USHERS
IN THE SERIES OF RECITALS
The series of organ recitals made
posible through the generosity of Mr.
Edwin Farnham Green is to open Mon-
day, February 28, when Mr. Harold
Gleason will give a program in the
Chapel. Mr. Gleason, who was heard
in Wellesley two years ago. i s Profes-
sor of Organ at the Eastman School of
Music in Rochester, and is also private
organist to Mr. Eastman. His playing
stands out preeminently among Amer-
ing. His program incudes works of
composers among the first in the whole
Id, works of Beethoven,
Franck. and some contem-
Tnitnpot Sony and Air Purcell
OavotU <» /•' Major Beethoven
Piect U'xnqur Fr;
Claire <lc Lune Karg Elert
Canon i" H Minor £
Solemn Prelude Tertius Noble




PLAN A VOCATIONAL LECTURE
IN MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
To all those who are majoring in
Mathematics or Physics or both, the
Vocational Committee presents two
addresses by members of the Welles-
ley faculty, to be given in 124 Found-
ers at 4:40 on March 2. Professor
Louise S. McDowell and Professor
Helen A. Merrill will speak on Physics
ich individually.
opportunity to ;
le subject and al
PURPOSE OF EXAMINATIONS IS






Franklin Glynn. Worcester, Mas
March 1
Macdougall March 2
• Christian, University of
igan April 5
Hinners April 1
Arthur Ryder, Organ Instructor
Wellesley April 2
TWO LECTURES ON BUDDHISM
'0 COMPLETE YEAR'S SERIES
ries of special lectures of-
fered this year by the Department of
Philosophy and Psychology will be
completed with two lectures on Bud-
iven by Professor Jamef
Bissett Pratt of Williams College.
The first lecture will be given on
Monday evening, February 28, in
Room 24, Founders Hall at eight
•lock on the subject "Southern Budd-
sm as found in Siam." This lecture
open to the public. The second will
at 10.40 on Tuesday in Room 222
Hinders Hall on the subject "The
lilosophy of Mahayana Buddhism."
Owing to the great interest aroused
by Professor Pratt's treatment of the
^t last year, it has been decided
though the lecture is intended
for students in the depart-
nent. a general invitation will be ex-
ended to all who are interested.
Professor Pratt has gained inter-
lational reputation as a student of
eligion through his hooks India and
its Faith and The Religious Con-
is book on Buddhism is
nearing completion. He has been for
:iany years a student of this faith
nd has travelled extensively in In-
ia. Siam. China and Japan in search
of first-hand information. He has
spent much time in visiting
?s and in discussion with le;
esentatives of the different
chools and in addition is
Fcl.iMiarv IT Anne I'eluuliet Kavr-
for Virginia Berkey, village
senior at Clinton House in 1925.
Louise Selling also entertained for
Virginia Berkey at Claflln on February
On February 17 she gave a din-
tt the Inn for the village-senior,
long recent visitors at Wellesley
been Dorothy Zell '25, Rebecca
Chalmers '26. and Attle Vernon Jar-
I'n.trs: J. Maurice Clark of Col-
Saturday, February 26, In
•t at 8:00 P. M.. under the
the Department of Econ-
Th: Ki.u student is coming to grips
with various pressing college prob
lems. One wishes it would investigate
College Government thoroughly.
From The Neio Student:
"Under the title 'Another Ordeal
Ends, the Wooster Voice asks, 'What
is the purpose of examinati
ten.
Surely during past week we 1
not been receiving a fair sampl
what a college education is like."
Examinations are inherited,
Voice continues. "It requires all
ingenuity now to account lor then
invent a plausible pretext for coi
uing them. Some teachers of a
order seem to feel that
are designed to test the student'
capacity for remembering detail:
They would make encyclopedists ou
uf their students. . . .
"... Education is not storing th
mind with facts to be rolled off a
prayers from an Oriental prayer
wheel. This theory of examination
however, is still held by Mr. Edisoi
and also, it must be confessed, b;
some miserable pedagogues who pre
tend to inspire youth. To be specific
Is it fair to prostitute a Bible exam





presents general questions, questions
i will bear extended discussion,
lo not require a simple answer
like yes or no or 1517 or 1776. The
dency in education seems to be in
t direction. The following ques-
l was actually presented to a class
European history at another col-
lege: 'Which of the four following men
lorn first (1) John Huss, (2) Je-
sus, (3) Mohammed, (4) Erasmus?' All
tie student m-.-ded In dn in m'd« r
•ight





determin what progress the stu-
e subject. Others give examina-
;nts to review. One college profes-
r in rather Utopian fashion suggests
at the purpose of examinations is
give the student an opportunity
look at the subject as a whole, to
lable him to see the forest under
liose trees he has been wandering
tring the term.' Of course, the val-
• of review is unquestioned. But
? should simply like to know wheth-
liat has gone before. Surely the best
acher presents each day's work with
e proper perspective on what has
gone before and what is yet to come.
s not independent of the
COLLEGE STUDENTS
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive
our best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
num and up.
THE WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK




Not a chance of
that lead-like, loggy
feeling even during
early Spring— if you
make a daily habit
of Shredded Wheat.
That's one reason
why this prince of
whole wheat cereals
graces the training





cooked whole wheat grains
EAT
Except its convenient biscuit form, its
taste- inviting crispness, its Nature-
given, refreshing, tonic benefits, is-
OX!
